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his book is about the legal issues that concern Native Americans, as seen from 
a broad, interdisciplinary perspective. It goes beyond doctrine—the usual con-
cern of judges and lawyers—to focus on the cultural, historical, and social rea- 

sons why indigenous and settler groups are so often in conflict. 
Many articles in the field of federal Indian law analyze doctrine, or rules; few, 

however, discuss how the rules affect Native American people, Indeed, many 
scholars and lawyers write about federal Indian law without ever having visited a 
tribal community. The premise of this book is that, while knowing the doctrine      
is important to understanding the field, it is not enough. Local and regional con- 
text is also important because place matters. From place one gets a better idea of 
the legal issues that tribal people face on a daily basis. While these issues are often 
far different for rural and urban tribal people, these groups share the status of com-
prising part of the growing number of persistently poor people in America. 

Legal scholars could address place by incorporating more of a Native American 
perspective into doctrinal scholarship. There is disagreement, however, on the value 
of this effort. Some scholars consistently overlook or ignore the issue of place and 
perspective in their work, even though they may agree about its importance other-
wise. Others, especially those who regard judges as their audience, see no clear ben-
efit to incorporating Native American experience or narrative into their work. 
Instead, they point to the main risk of allowing this subjective evidence into the dis- 
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puting process: namely, the risk of undermining the consistency of the rules them-
selves. If judges are not interested in subjective information, or alternatively if judges 
treat Native American experience as largely irrelevant to the disputing process, they 
argue, then why should legal scholars concern themselves with such information? 
From this perspective, federal Indian law becomes a conceptual system, self-con-
tained and only vaguely related to actual historical time, community, or geography. 
The field gets saturated by abstract discussions of doctrinal topics that minimize the 
steady resistance of Native Americans to U.S. land policy. This doctrine-bound 
approach presupposes that legal rules are a more powerful force than actual experi-
ence when it comes to shaping Native American identity, action, and consciousness. 

In a sense, scholarship that does not or will not consider the Native American 
experience is a gateway to a realm where indigenous interests are sympathized  
with but not taken seriously in their own right, and indigenous actors are pitied    
for representing a “dying” way of life, but not listened to as people who may have 
solutions to contemporary problems. Scholarship from this quarter rarely recog-
nizes or acknowledges what is innovative about Native American approaches to  
the law. If anything, it obscures the issue. 

Yet much of what keeps indigenous communities alive stems from stamina     
and innovation, some of which, at least historically, was forced by lack of      
money and opportunity. If, as the old saying goes, necessity is the mother of 
invention, then Native Americans have led the way, for at least two centuries,       
in innovating conservationist, community-centered responses to a national         
land policy: Doctrinal work that overlooks Native American experience tends    
also to overlook the innovative quality and the spirit of the Native American 
contribution to American law. 

In rural communities, the poverty Native Americans face can be crushing. 
Sherman Alexie’s stories and novels, one of which is included in Chapter 2, and 
Mary Brave Bird’s autobiographies, cited in Chapter 5, convey what it means to be 
excluded from even the most basic opportunities in one’s own country. The urban 
Native American experience, for its part, has not been fully described, much less 
understood; hence, it cannot be represented in this format. Nevertheless, as more 
Native Americans enter the legal profession, as they are doing, then legal schol-
arship cannot help but be influenced by what Patricia Nelson Limerick calls work 
that takes where one comes from seriously.1 

Existing Native American scholars already understand that what shapes Native 
American consciousness is the land. They are willing to explore the complexities  
of communities under colonialism, specifically how stamina and intelligence 
intertwine with the despair and hopelessness that undergird poverty. They value 
personal narrative, understanding that just because they are educated in a formal 
sense does not mean that they are the only ones in their community with some-
thing to say. This means, by corollary, that Native American lawyers are more 
likely than their nonnative counterparts to seek out tribal historians and leaders,  
and to qualify them as experts. Native American scholars and lawyers alike show   
a preference for revisionist work, understanding that it can reveal new sources of 
evidence. Like new Western historians generally, they focus on symbolic sites, as 
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well as on empirical or practical sites, coupling questions of symbolic meaning 
with those of actual meaning. 

This book contextualizes some of the most symbolically important, if not con-
tested, areas of federal Indian law, raising selected topics in a way that makes   
them accessible to people who have little or no prior knowledge of the field. Many 
topics and issues are not explicitly covered because of a lack of space: hunting and 
fishing rights, jurisdiction, gaming, to name just a few. These topics are just as 
important as the topics included here; it is hoped that this book will encourage 
someone to present them in a similar format. Similarly, issues pertaining specifi-
cally to Alaskan Native and Native Hawaiian communities are not covered in this 
volume, primarily for space reasons. These areas are critically important to the  
field of Indian law because detailed postcolonial historical accounts and legal 
challenges are emerging from them. As small consolation, I cite several sources 
throughout the book that may lead one in the direction of more specialized treat-
ments and bibliographies than I can give here. 

The book’s organizing focus goes beyond the usual doctrine-driven discussions 
to include history, anthropology, ethnohistory, biography, sociology, socio-legal 
studies, feminist studies, and fiction, on the theory that doctrine too often clouds 
what is really at stake. As a whole, excerpts in this book give a new look at a very 
old field: Each has explanatory power; each reveals either some aspect of Indian 
law or some underlying aspect of how Indian law is made, understood, and imple-
mented. All excerpts are taken from an extensively footnoted original text. I urge 
those of you with a deeper interest in the area to read those original texts, both as 
source material and bibliography. 

As a word of caution, the bibliographical sources I provide here are designed to 
introduce students to the field. Some of the best sources for this purpose are not 
necessarily the most recent sources. I make no claims to offer the most up-to-date 
bibliography in the field, nor do I offer a critical bibliography. If a source within 
my field of focus was not accessible to a general audience, I tended to omit it  
rather than to cite it with a critical annotation. Law review articles were the one 
exception to this practice. Law review articles as a genre are long, dense, and heav-
ily footnoted; there are literally thousands of articles on federal Indian law, and 
several journals devote themselves exclusively to the subject. So though I can  
make no promises about the accessibility of the law review articles I chose to cite,  
I can say that they were selected with both content and style (accessibility) in  
mind. 

Of general importance are works written by leading Native American intel-
lectuals such as Vine Deloria Jr., Dr. Rennard Strickland, Robert A. Williams Jr., 
John Borrows, and Rayna Green. These writers have extensive, innovative bod-   
ies of work. Gloria Valencia-Weber, Christine Zuni, and S. James Anaya, to    
name just a few, have also made invaluable contributions to the field, and seri-   
ous students of federal Indian law should follow their work as it appears. Robert 
Allen Warrior’s books, Tribal Secrets: Recovering American Indian Intellectual 
Traditions (1994) and Like a Hurricane: The Indian Movement from Alcatraz        
to Wounded Knee (1996), which he coauthored with Paul Chaat Smith, are well 
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worth reading. These American Indian scholars bring a perspective to federal 
Indian law that is shifting it away from its focus on doctrine, and its rule-bound 
reluctance (almost fear) to take seriously the Native American side of the story, to  
a new focus on Native American peoples, concerns, ideas, intellectual traditions, 
criticism, perspectives, hopes, contexts, and strategies for building community    
and bringing about change. 

One trait that links these writers is that they understand, to paraphrase Vine 
Deloria, that leaving the Indians out of Indian law is a serious flaw in a system of 
justice, especially one that supposedly exists to recognize indigenous rights and 
help administer tribal property. Another shared trait is that these writers start    
from the premise that scholars who think Native American experience ought to 
shape itself to doctrine and bureaucratic decision making are wrong; it ought to    
be the other way around. 

Although this book is not about doctrine, it refers to many doctrinal areas.   
There are several useful treatises and casebooks on doctrine, including the F. 
Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law (1982 ed.)—a guide to U.S. legal doctrine 
and statutory law related to areas such as land title, jurisdictional issues (federal, 
tribal, and state), hunting and fishing rights, tribal governmental powers, and    
other legal questions that come up in federal Indian law. American Indian Law In   
a Nutshell (1981), by William C. Canby, Jr., a judge on the U.S. Ninth Circuit   
Court of Appeals, is an accessible West Nutshell series book well worth consult-
ing. Two casebooks exist in the area: the widely adopted Wilkinson, Getches, and 
Williams, Federal Indian Law (3d ed., 1993), and Clinton, Newton, and Price, 
American Indian Law (3d ed.) (1991). In addition, Indigenous Peoples in 
International Law (1996), by S. James Anaya, provides an important starting point 
for placing federal Indian law within the broader context of international law. 

As a final general note, there are a few classic texts about the legal relationship 
between Native Americans and the United States. The American Indian in   
Western Legal Thought: Discourses of Conquest (1990), by Robert A. Williams Jr., 
covers the entire period of conquest, paying particular attention to what Williams 
calls the “West’s will to empire.” Also on this topic is David E. Stannard’s, 
American Holocaust: The Conquest of the New World (1992). American Indians, 
Time, and the Law (1987), by Charles F. Wilkinson, is about federal Indian law 
doctrine and the various historical forces that have shaped or scattered it over   
time. The more compelling American Indians, American Justice (1983), by Vine 
Deloria Jr. and Clifford M. Lytle, covers the same topic. God Is Red: A Native    
View of Religion (2d ed., 1992), by Vine Deloria Jr., takes up the challenge of 
explaining tribal senses of spirituality to nontribal readers; there is no better, more 
direct, more insightful book on this topic. The same is true of Custer Died for   
Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto (1988), also by Deloria. These works, especially if 
read together, are a good starting point for understanding contemporary conflicts 
between indigenous and nonindigenous settler groups in the United States. 

This reader covers six important and far-reaching topics. The first is identity: 
Who is and who is not a Native American for federal law purposes? The second is 
reparations: How did the United States try to compensate the indigenous people    
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of this country for the harms of conquest, and how successful was the attempt?  
The third is incommensurability, or the question of whether there are some points 
on which tribal interests and the broader U.S. interests may never easily converge. 
The fourth is cultural property: How was cultural property lost by Native 
Americans during the conquest, and how can that property be returned? The fifth 
chapter is about gender and its relationship to tribal governance. Finally, the sixth 
chapter discusses litigation strategies in religious freedom cases. 

The book opens with excerpts about cultural identity, a hotly contested topic in 
which point of view is everything. In most instances, the colonization of Native 
American communities by local and state settler populations was brutal. Native 
Americans were repeatedly pushed aside to make way for nonnative development 
and expansion; both state and federal law facilitated this displacement, as did fed-
eral military might. In the eyes of the law, Native Americans were noncitizens   
who could be disregarded by those who made and administrated the rules. Indeed, 
Native Americans were not granted U.S. citizenship by status of birth until the 
Indian Citizenship Act of 1924, making them the last American-born ethnic/    
racial group to be formally incorporated into the body politic.2 

Because of the utter disregard that U.S. custom and law often had for Native 
American persons and communities, it is no surprise that tribal groups in disputed 
areas were collectively and individually discreet about their tribal heritage; or, in 
some cases even ashamed of it. Things are changing. Some groups and individuals 
are reclaiming a tribal identity, and that effort is often controversial. This is espe-
cially true where emerging tribal groups are biologically multiracial, or religious- 
ly and educationally multicultural. 

Chapter 1 analyzes tribal reclamation. It looks at a case involving the Mashpee 
Wampanoags, an eastern Native American group that decided to reassert its trib-   
al identity in order to regain control of what had once been tribal land. Using 
Mashpee as an example, the chapter considers the ways in which identity, doc-
trine, and scholarship (particularly anthropology and history) facilitate or hinder 
discussions of the relationship between political status and cultural identity.    
While the Mashpee tribe, along with other tribes in the eastern United States, 
California, and other geographic areas where European/American colonization   
was especially fast paced, represent one aspect of the Native American experience, 
there is another facet, which Chapter 2 presents. 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the Indian Claims Commission Act and the 
Indian Claims Commission (ICC), which was the administrative body set up to 
implement the ICC Act.3 Passed by Congress in 1946, the ICC Act opened the U.S. 
to lawsuits by Native American tribal groups for claims arising out of (1) law, (2) 
equity (which is to say law modified by standard legal notions of fairness), (3) 
fraudulent dealings, (4) compensation for lost property, and (5) moral claims. Before 
the ICC Act’s passage, Native American tribes could not sue the United States 
without first getting permission from Congress in the form of a special jurisdic-
tional statute. While it may have been difficult for citizens across the board to sue 
the United States, the exclusion of Native Americans from the federal courts was 
particularly repressive, given the United States’ colonial and “frontier” history. 
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But would it have been possible for the U.S. legal system to deliver justice to 
Native Americans under the ICC Act? If the promise of the ICC Act had been fully 
realized, would justice have been served? Could it have been served? Chapter 3 
raises these questions by introducing the idea of constitutive incommensurables,   
or symbolic property. Symbolic property is property that is not easily comparable 
with money. Land, friendship, parent-child relations are all examples of constitu-
tive incommensurables in contemporary American society. For some groups, or in 
some instances, these things go to the heart of cultural identity and so courts pre-
dictably refrain from equating them with money. But because law can be obscur-
ing particularly across cultures, the idea of land as a constitutive incommensu- 
rable can better help us understand some Native American legal claims. Chapter 3 
looks at land as a constitutive incommensurable. It also considers two specific 
Native American efforts to protect land and participate in land-use planning, 
despite the challenges of communicating tribal values about land to the dominant 
society’s agents—bureaucrats, judges, lawyers, and the like. 

Chapter 4 considers the topic of tribal cultural objects, specifically who owns 
them, who is legally entitled to them, and how Native Americans lost possession  
of them. It does this in the context of the Native American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act, or NAGPRA for short.4 One result of the conquest was that   
there was a Native American diaspora; another was that Native Americans lost 
land, as well as the opportunity to get full return of their land. After the full force  
of military conquest had come to a close, although Native Americans had the for-
mal opportunity to bring claims for return of land under the ICC Act, they were 
effectively barred under state property laws from suing for the return of lost or 
stolen cultural objects. In fact, one often-ignored result of conquest was that   
Native Americans lost, misplaced, or were dispossessed of vast quantities of per-
sonal property. Much of this property had special religious, cultural, tribal, and 
personal significance to its original tribal owners. Some of this “property” was not 
ethnically categorizable as property at all, neither then nor now—for example, the 
human skeletons and remains that were routinely stolen by nonnatives for per- 
sonal or scientific gain. Chapter 4 discusses the ways in which Native Americans 
were dispossessed of this tribal personal property, telling the considerably trou-
bling account of how nonnative grave diggers, explorers, physicians, and anthro-
pologists desecrated Native American graves, often in the name of science.  

NAGPRA’s intent is to redress the loss of tribal personal property. However, 
whether NAGPRA will be fully implemented will depend upon how tribal gov-
ernments and courts rise to the challenge of defining and implementing key terms 
under the Act. Since the integrity and strength of tribal governments will be cru-
cial making NAGPRA work, Chapter 5 takes a look at tribal governance and 
specific issues related to gender that arise under the Indian Civil Rights Act, or 
ICRA.5 

Chapter 5 begins with an overview of the scholarly literature about Native 
American women—an important perspective because too often, as discussed in 
earlier chapters, it is this literature that law takes as descriptive of Native   
American reality, and particularly of Native American women’s reality. In con-
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temporary American society, women do not easily assume national political roles 
except as helpers of their male partners. First ladies in the United States, for 
example, are increasingly qualified to serve in the presidential role, and yet—for 
many complicated reasons—they do not. In American tribal societies, by contrast, 
the evidence shows that women often assume the role of political leadership. 
Native American feminists explain this by noting that Native American women 
have a long history of holding the reins of leadership, whether “formally” or 
“informally,” in tribal societies. Of course, this history is stronger in some tribes 
than in others, but it is empirically observable nevertheless. 

Colonialism has touched every aspect of tribal life, hence Chapter 5 examines 
political and legal tribal regimes that Native American women find themselves 
living within today. Emphasis is on how particular doctrinal and tribal legislative 
changes have affected women’s lives and access to resources, power, and avenues 
of participation in the Diné (Navajo) Nation, one of the largest Native American 
nations in the United States. Finally, the chapter links questions of perception, 
leadership, and law to tribal legislative strategies for addressing domestic violence. 

The theme of Chapter 6, the final chapter, is the ongoing legal struggle for 
religious freedom that Native Americans have waged against both the federal     
and state governments. The chapter takes up two broad forms of contested reli-
gious expression: the sacramental use of peyote by Native American Church 
practitioners, and the use of sacred sites by more “traditionally traditional” 
religious groups. The American Indian Religious Freedom Act, or AIRFA, which 
passed in 1978, should have protected these expressions,6 and while it did in 
principle, it offered no protection in fact. AIRFA’s rejection by the U.S. Supreme 
Court is documented in two cases: Lyng v. Northwest Indian Cemetery     
Protective Association7 and Employment Division, Department of Human 
Resources of Oregon v. Smith.8 Chapter 6 briefly examines Native American 
litigation strategies in land/religion cases. 

Despite losses in these cases, Native Americans continue to respond to the  
steady force of law that has been brought against them, especially in relation to   
the national land policy. Indeed, their responses over the past several hundred  
years show a consistent pattern of legal innovation that is nothing short of inspi-
rationally astounding, especially when one considers the injustices, the obstacles, 
the change, the sorrows, the loss, the poverty, the emotional struggles, the anger, 
the lack of opportunity, and the racism they encountered along the way.  
Indigenous legal stories are core parts of American history. Much is lost when   
they are treated as a backwater, or dismissed as “too sad,” “too ethnic,” or “too 
remote.” Indeed, Native Americans’ legal relationship with the United States has 
not defined Native American identity so much as it has defined American identity, 
at its core. 

Throughout the book, I primarily use the term “Native American” because it is 
the term I prefer, though I sometimes use the term “Indian” when referring to 
statutes, since that is the phrase legislative enactments typically use. Others pre-  
fer other terms, such as “American Indian” or “Indian,” a preference I am com-
fortable with. Some say that anyone born in America is a “native” American.   
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Fine. But by my use of the word “native” in relation to the word “American,” I 
mean any indigenous group, or any group with a long-standing history vis-à-vis a 
particular place in the Western hemisphere, any group that self-identifies as 
indigenous to the Western hemisphere, and any person who has a substantive (and 
not just blood) connection to such a cultural group. Blood may be thicker than 
water, but culture is pretty thick too. 

Finally, this book is admittedly concerned with broad themes of justice and 
injustice, since it is, after all, a book about law. Lawyers administer the American 
system of government in various substantive ways and at all different systemic 
levels. Lawyers also make up a good percentage of the total pool of legislators, 
administrators, policy analysts, and the like. While other fields have the privilege  
of declaring that justice is an outmoded or overdiscussed topic, the field of law 
does not. In fact, one could argue that justice, and not just rule making and rule 
applying, ought to be at the heart of any legal endeavor, especially one such as fed-
eral Indian law where relative differences in legal power are so noticeable. If this   
is true, then one of the quandaries of federal Indian law is that so little justice for 
Native Americans has come from such a long history of treaty making, rule mak-
ing, and litigating. Students, ironically, start out knowing that justice matters; 
lawyers and professors, perhaps because they are embroiled in the equities and 
doctrines of specific cases, too easily forget. Ultimately, the purpose of this book  
to help you remember. 
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IDENTITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

he term “political minority” is used to describe the status of Native  
Americans in the United States, since federal Indian law is based on the polit-
ical relationship between the United States and the Native American nations.  

But what is a political minority group? Does or should ethnic, cultural identity 
define political status? How should the legal system treat cases where cultural    
and political identity overlap? This chapter explores these questions by looking at 
the case of Mashpee v. New Seabury Corp.1 

Mashpee presents a complicated question about history and law. From 1776 to 
1789, between the Declaration of Independence and the convening of the first 
Congress, each of the thirteen original states managed their Indian affairs sepa-
rately. In 1789, the original states delegated their exclusive power to deal with 
Indian tribes to the newly formed federal government via the United States 
Constitution. In particular, the Constitution granted Congress the authority to 
regulate Indian commerce, an area that included land sales and transfers. Congress 
acted on this authority by enacting the first federal Indian Trade and Intercourse 
Act in 1790.2 There were six such acts between 1790 and 1834 for regulating trade 
between Indians and non-Indians. The first act is significant, however, because it 
voided transfers of land “from any Indian nation or tribe of Indians” that were not 
approved by the federal government. Under this void title provision, not even the 
span of 150 years or more could make bad title good, as the Oneida3 and 
Passamaquoddy4 cases decided. The 1834 act is the last and enduring one.  

In 1832, the first Indian law case of Johnson v. McIntosh ratified the authority   
of the federal government as the source of all land title in the United States.5 

T 
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Johnson held that title to all land within the United States originated with the fed-
eral government, not with the states or the Indian tribes. States or settlers could         
still buy land directly from Native American grantors, but they could no longer 
legally expect the United States to stand behind such title in case of a dispute. 
Moreover, since the United States had priority after Johnson, if the United States 
happened to convey the same land, later in time, to a different person, then the  
legal result would be that the later grantee—and not the Native American   
grantor’s grantee—would take good title under a rule known as the “first in time, 
first in right.” In order for states or settlers to secure their future right to posses- 
sion and exclusivity then, they had to take from a chain of title that commenced 
with the United States. Land title that did not originate with the United States     
was void or voidable, and thus subject to the claims of bona fide purchasers who 
could trace their title back to a grant from the federal government. 

Johnson v. McIntosh is one of the most widely read cases in federal Indian law. It 
catalogs the sources of legal authority that the federal government originally used 
to justify its control over Indian land and affairs. The line of authority starts with 
the Doctrine of Discovery, a doctrine that European discoverers first used among 
themselves to negotiate jurisdiction rights to the Western hemisphere, and then 
proceeds through the Constitution and the Trade and Intercourse Act. England’s 
rights to jurisdiction passed to the original thirteen states upon independence and 
the states subsequently transferred their rights to the federal government through 
the U.S. Constitution. In later years, the federal government further defined its 
power over Indian tribes through specific statutes, executive orders, court deci-
sions, and administrative regulations. 

Federal authority over Indian land presumes a preliminary finding that the com-
munity  in question is indeed a tribe. This finding required little analytical nuance 
at the land cession stage when the presence of a treaty or the setting aside of a 
reservation was enough to prove that a group was a tribe. But the issue of tribal 
identity predictably became more complicated at the annuity distribution stage, 
particularly on the issue of who was an Indian for trade purposes. Today, the issue 
remains complicated and is often contested. Sometimes the issue is litigated, as     
in Mashpee, but more often it is decided by the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA), which employs a staff of professional anthropologists, historians, and eth-
nologists to decide claims of tribal status. This change was made in direct   
response to the outcome in Mashpee. 

The Mashpee Wampanoag, of what is now the state of Massachusetts, had early 
contact with English settlers and, like many other Native American groups, sur-
vived disease, decimation, and violence in this period. In the nineteenth century 
they voted to subject their tribal lands to Massachusetts state law, a vote that 
opened up their tribal land for private sale. By the turn of the twentieth century, 
what had once been tribal land was in the hands of non-Mashpee owners. 
Nevertheless, the Mashpee still controlled the local political process since the    
new absentee landowners were summer residents who were not registered to vote 
in the Town of Mashpee. As more and more permanent residents moved into the 
Mashpee area in the mid-twentieth century, the Mashpee lost political control of  
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the Town of Mashpee. They responded to this political loss, in part, by making a 
Non-Intercourse Act claim in federal court. They argued that since they were an 
Indian tribe for purposes of the Non-Intercourse Act and their land had been con-
veyed without prior federal approval, the unapproved conveyances were void or 
voidable. If this were indeed so, then the proper remedy for the tribe’s claim was 
forfeiture, which is to say return to the Mashpee of roughly 11,000 acres of land. 

The Defendant Town of Mashpee countered the suit by arguing that the  
Mashpee were not an Indian tribe for purposes of the Non-Intercourse Act. This 
defense was sufficient to set aside the Non-Intercourse Act claim so that the merits 
of the tribal identity issue could be litigated. Because the United States had not 
formally recognized the tribe’s status as a political minority, the Mashpee had 
either to get BIA recognition as a tribe or else to litigate the issue of their status 
before they could pursue their land claim under the Non-Intercourse Act.  

The Non-Intercourse Act of I790 contemplated clear political divisions between 
tribal groups and nontribal groups. Even though the Mashpee had accepted federal 
support for certain benefits, like education, there were no political divisions on 
record since the federal government had never entered into a treaty with the 
Mashpee or otherwise formally acknowledged the group’s tribal status. Nor had  
the Mashpee ever acknowledged their own sovereignty in the standard way of 
reaching out as political entities to England or the United States. To the contrary,   
it became known at trial that the Mashpee Wampanoags had fought against another 
Wampanoag, Metacomet (a sachem known as King Philip), in King Philip’s War, 
which was the largest Wampanoag uprising against the English colonizers. 
Metacomet and his followers were annihilated, a fate the Mashpee Wampanoags 
would have met too, had they followed Metacomet. Instead, the group survived  
and 300 years later found itself in a legal catch-22. Had the Mashpee Wampanoags 
fought with Metacomet they would not have lived to bring their lawsuit, but the  
evidence that they had not fought with their Wampanoag relations was used at   
trial to show that the Mashpee had thus taken the first step of what historian  
Francis G. Hutchins characterized as their slow march toward full participation in 
U.S. society.6 With history against them, the Mashpee needed a judicially crafted 
definition to prove their political minority status. They chose one first articulated  
in the 1901 case of Montoya v. United States.7 

The Montoya case involved Victorio’s Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache band 
and took place in the nineteenth century. In this period, the United States had    
used considerable military force against Native Americans in general and the 
Apache in particular, since they were the last military challengers to settlement 
policies.8 Montoya defined an Indian tribe as “a body of Indians of the same or a 
similar race, united in a community under one leadership or government, and 
inhabiting a particular though sometimes ill-defined territory.” Over time other 
standards have also determined “Indianness.” Many tribal enrollment standards,  
for example, turn on a federally initiated blood-quantum system, with the minimum 
quantum eventually set by the tribal government itself. But Montoya was a 
depredations rule, which means that it determined when tribes in amity with the 
United States were liable for the hostile acts of their members. 
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The Montoya standard fit Mashpee badly, to say the least. First, the Mashpee 
were suing for the return of aboriginal land that had been transferred from the 
Wampanoags to private Massachusetts citizens in contravention of the federal  
Non-Intercourse Act; they were not being sued by settlers for depredations.  
Second, the Mashpee were trying to enforce legal guarantees reserved to tribes 
under the Non-Intercourse Act, whereas Montoya involved Victorio’s Band, a  
band that was systematically excluded from any legal benefits under the    
American system as further punishment for its military resistance against the 
United States. Third, the Mashpee were an eastern group, one of the first tribal 
groups to have contact with the English, whereas the Apache were a western  
group, one of the last to concede military defeat to the United States. On the sur-
face, the Apache fit stereotypical images of Indianness produced by nineteenth-
century Westward expansion. The Mashpee did not. 

Indeed the Mashpee fit almost no stereotypical images of Indianness. They were 
not what historian Robert M. Utley calls “horse and buffalo Indians”;9 they did   
not wear their hair in braids; they did not live in tepees or wigwams; they did not 
engage in armed conflict against colonial forces, despite their disputed claim to 
having fought with Metacomet against the English. Ironically, had the Mashpee 
met these images, they probably would have prevailed before the jury. But because 
they didn’t—in fact, some of the Mashpee plaintiffs had land development busi-
nesses, college degrees, investment strategies—their claim to tribal status was 
fiercely contested. The Mashpee had to prove they were a tribe under Montoya, a 
difficult task in part because the Mashpee did not clearly meet all elements of the 
four-part test articulated in Montoya. 

Montoya turned on four elements of proof. The first element called for a group  
of the same or similar race. The Mashpee, for their part, had intermarried with  
other ethnic groups, most notably with African Americans, and as a group they   
had not retained the Wampanoag language, spiritual customs, or kinship patterns. 
Second, Montoya required a territorial land base. The Mashpee had no such base, 
since they had voted to assume formal township status under Massachusetts law    
in 1869 and thus open up their tribal land to sale. Part of this lost tribal land was  
the very land whose conveyance they now argued was voidable under the Non-
Intercourse Act.  

Third, Montoya required evidence of a political organization or formal leader-
ship of some sort. From 1869 to roughly 1964, the Town of Mashpee had been gov-
erned by local officials who happened to be of Mashpee descent, but who had not 
governed as an Indian tribe. Instead, the Mashpee had loose associations that they 
presented as political institutions for purposes of Montoya. Whether these hearth-
style associations were sufficient to meet the Montoya test was hotly debated at 
trial. The Mashpee argued that their identity was Wampanoag and hence all their 
political expressions were by definition tribal. The defendants countered that cul-
ture and politics were separate, and they pointed out that while historically 
Mashpee had been designated an “Indian town,” in the twentieth century    
Mashpee functioned for all intents and purposes like any other Massachusetts   
town along Cape Cod. 
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While the Mashpee presented a long history of informally recognizing and fol-
lowing Wampanoag tradition, they also presented a twentieth-century record of 
adopting pan-Indian traditions. These traditions grew into events such as pow-  
wow festivities, and they were vaguely, unself-consciously recorded in local his-
tory as conscious points of cultural reinvention. So while the Mashpee could not 
prove their political status as Indians under Montoya, they could prove that they 
regarded themselves culturally as Wampanoags, and also as contemporary Native 
Americans following pan-Indian traditions. 

The Mashpee case raises profound and lingering questions about identity, 
assimilation, American Indian nationhood, and the ethics of making indigenous 
people prove they are entitled to political minority status. Who is a Native 
American? What is a “tribe” for purposes of federal law? Who gets to ask these 
questions and who gets to answer them? If people of tribal ancestry must prove 
their political, institutional authenticity, what form should the proof take? Is 
polymorphous evidence of “culture” sufficient to show political status as an 
inherent tribal sovereign, or does federal law require more? Does it require, for 
example, proof of institutions that non-Indians can recognize? If so, is this another 
way of imposing cultural change on Native Americans, this time by requiring that 
indigenous political institutions take certain forms and follow certain processes? 

The readings in this chapter offer illustrative answers to these questions. The  
first excerpt is from James Clifford’s “Identity in Mashpee.” Clifford’s piece places 
the Mashpee litigation in a broad debate about epistemology, or how it is that 
practitioners of particular disciplines produce scholarship. Using information 
observed at trial, Clifford identifies the theoretical difficulties inherent in having 
courts scrutinize political status claims. He also catalogs and analyzes the expert 
testimonies that were offered at trial. 

The next excerpt is by Francis G. Hutchins, a historian who testified on       
behalf of the defendants in Mashpee. For Hutchins, the Mashpee plaintiffs did     
not meet the Montoya standard and hence were not legally entitled to federal 
protection under the Non-Intercourse Act. Hutchins based his testimony on 
historical documents, not on fieldwork or other methods of information gath-  
ering. From these documents he concluded that the Mashpee had abandoned     
their tribal status. According to Hutchins’s argument, the abandonment took     
place over several centuries, provable by documented moments reflecting the 
Mashpee’s decision to move into the mainstream. Refusing to side with  
Metacomet was one such historical moment. Another occurred in 1869, when      
the Mashpee elected by a split vote to assume formal township status under 
Massachusetts law, and thus open up their tribal land to sale. Encouraging the   
mid-twentieth-century development of the Town of Mashpee was the third    
turning point. Hutchins regarded these incidents as proof that the Mashpee did    
not consider themselves a political minority or a political sovereignty, even   
though they did identify culturally as Mashpee Wampanoags. 

As Hutchins saw it, the issue was not whether the Mashpee plaintiffs were an 
American Indian tribe in some vague cultural sense, but rather whether they were   
a tribal unit in a concrete historical sense. If they were, then they must have had    
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to maintain a government-to-government relationship with the United States 
according to the terms of Montoya, and so would be entitled to Non-Intercourse 
Act protection. If they were not a tribal unit, then they were politically like any 
other citizens of the state of Massachusetts, despite their Native American her-
itage. Finally, Hutchins testified that abstract discussions of culture were irrele- 
vant  to the Montoya standard, which he thought required documentary proof of a 
measurable and observable political structure, or system, of self-government. 
Hutchins noted that documentary proof of this sort was exactly what the     
Mashpee were missing. He argued that what the historical record showed instead 
was that the Mashpee had volitionally and intentionally abandoned their tribal 
status. 

Jack Campisi presented the Mashpee’s side of the debate. He testified that the 
Mashpee made their choices—for example the 1869 vote to assume township sta-
tus—to survive, not to assimilate into a white society that shunned them on eth-  
nic and racial grounds. Based on roughly a month of fieldwork, Campisi concluded 
that the trial process was not fine tuned enough to assess how choices such as sid-
ing with Metacomet or voting for township status related to Mashpee political 
identity. 

On a theoretical level, Campisi’s excerpt discusses how anthropology and law 
parted ways at trial. Anthropologists begin with the methodological premise that 
categories should be found, not imposed. They regard classifications and cate-
gories as socially constructed, and hence “subjective.” Lawyers, on the other   
hand, are trained to objectify problems using prefigured categories. From a legal 
vantage point, prefigured categories may be socially constructed, but they are still 
regarded as more “objective” than case-by-case assessments. In law, this reach for 
objectivity is regarded as fair in typical cases, which Indian law cases are not. 

Campisi explains how the parting of ways between anthropology, history, and 
law played itself out in the Mashpee trial. He also describes how it left in its wake 
anxious, possibly unanswerable questions about the ways in which experts con-
struct knowledge. For instance, was Hutchins’s testimony, which came from 
interpreting documents, really more objective than Campisi’s fieldwork-inspired 
testimony, or Clifford’s courtroom-inspired essay? Did it matter that the docu-
ments Hutchins analyzed had consistently been prepared by non-Indians, for non-
Indian institutions? Was the purpose of cross-examination to uncover the truth,     
or just cast doubt on nuanced, self-reflective testimony by making it seem vul-
nerable, weak, and inconclusive? 

Two waves of legal scholarship about Mashpee appeared in the law review lit-
erature. The first focused on doctrine.10 It took federal law as a given, and simply 
set out to discuss whether the Mashpee had or had not proven their case. The sec-
ond wave, which appeared almost ten years later, was more concerned with under-
standing what happened in Mashpee.11 It presented and analyzed how theories of 
identity, ethnicity, and race relate to doctrine. My excerpt—the last one in this 
chapter—summarizes the second wave of legal scholarship about Mashpee. It also 
points out the importance of using local evidence to help bridge the gap between 
methodologies that work by finding categories—like anthropology of the sort 
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Clifford and Campisi describe—and those, like law, that work by applying prefig-
ured categories. 

As long as the United States is in the business of using Native American status  
to distribute benefits and burdens, a new standard must be developed. One 
Australian writer has suggested that Aboriginal status, under Australian law, be 
granted to those who: (1) are a distinctive people, (2) have a long sense of history, 
whether it be their own history, their contact history, or the conflict history, (3)  
live in a process of changing culture that produces a sense of belonging, and (4) 
have a feeling of identity that becomes the basis for a philosophy, or an ideology, 
or a political stance in the world—a philosophy that allows the group to survive, 
exist, even flourish in the independent state in which it finds itself.12 

Had this standard been applied in Mashpee, the Mashpee plaintiffs would have 
prevailed at trial. But since the court was both using Montoya, with its focus on 
race and political institutional maintenance, and valuing “contact history” over 
“conflict history,” the Mashpee lost their case. In other words, had the rules for 
deciding tribal status been explained in slightly broader terms than they were, 
decisions such as siding against Metacomet in King Philip’s War or voting for 
township status under Massachusetts law in 1869 could have been presented in 
fuller, more historically and psychologically contextualized ways, as strategies for 
survival in a colonial state. Evidence of informal, hearth-style consensus forms of 
governance might have been given more weight as well. 

Identity and its relation to political status continues to be a pressing problem    
for Native Americans. The Indian Child Welfare Act, or ICWA,13 provides one 
example at the opposite extreme of Mashpee. ICWA is not covered in this volume, 
but it is an important statute that gives tribes authority to prevent non-Native 
Americans from adopting Native American children; it does this by giving the  
tribe the option to intervene in proceedings that involve a Native American child 
and a non-Indian placement. 

In its I978 form, ICWA did not require that states notify tribes in voluntary 
adoption proceedings involving Native American children.14 Some states—
Washington, Minnesota, Oklahoma and Michigan, for example—supplemented 
ICWA with legislation requiring that tribes be notified in voluntary proceedings; 
other states—Utah, North Dakota—made it a standard practice to notify tribal 
authorities in such cases. But states could only disclose a child’s tribal heritage if 
the parents did so first. In cases where parents failed to disclose their cultural affil-
iation, bitter conflicts often arose over whether a tribe could intervene late in the 
adoption process. In Re Bridget R. was one such case.15 

In In Re Bridget R., a birth father decided not to reveal his tribal heritage      
since disclosure would implicate ICWA and slow down the voluntary adoption     
of his twin daughters by a non-Indian family. The father and his lawyer appar- 
ently felt justified in not disclosing the father’s tribal (Pomo) heritage because 
although the father was culturally recognized as a Pomo, he was not an offi-    
cially enrolled member of the Pomo tribe. This fine distinction was exploited        
on the grounds that ICWA defines an “Indian” as “any person who is a member    
of an Indian tribe.”16 
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When the father’s tribal relatives learned of the adoption proceedings, they noti-
fied the tribe, which intervened in the case. By the time the In re Bridget R. opin-
ion was issued, the twins were almost three years old. The adoptive parents    
argued that parent-child bonding had occurred in the twins’ early infancy; the    
tribe just as forcefully argued that the twins were being deprived of a political 
right—a right secured by principles of tribal sovereignty and ratified by ICWA—to 
be brought up with tribal birth relatives who, had they received notice of the pro-
ceedings from the outset, would have provided the children a home.  

This short example is just one of many that illustrate that federal law has not 
adequately dealt with the issue of Native American identity and how it relates to 
political status. It is built on the nineteenth-century model that views tribes and 
tribalism as anathema to the direction that any reasonable, rational person would 
want to take. Current federal law cannot adequately resolve twentieth-century  
cases like Mashpee. But, as the ICWA example shows, neither can the law simply 
flip-flop from assuming a tribal identity is something no one in their right mind 
would claim, to assuming it is something that all who can would openly proclaim, 
regardless of the consequences. This failure to conceptualize the importance of 
identity is a central unresolved problem in the field of federal Indian law. 
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